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Grouped Reports: SCBA Reports
Report #
06-521
06-476
06-389
06-385
06-358
06-307
06-282
06-279
06-228
06-227
06-226
06-166
06-155
06-114
06-081
06-072
05-685
05-606
05-597
05-596
05-559
05-557
05-496
05-480
05-478
05-278
05-186
05-178
05-172
05-066
05-065

Synopsis
Partially opened cylinder restricts SCBA use.
No SCBA used on vehicle fire.
Face mask knocked off firefighter's face resulting in smoke inhalation.
Firefighter exposed to natural gas @ leak; SCBA worn, not used.
Possible exposure to anhydrous ammonia without respiratory protection.
Improper level of protection worn in IDLH environment.
Captain remains within structure after low air alarm is sounded.
Firefighter runs out of air when he ignores low air alarm while fighting fire
and searching for lost child.
Daily SCBA inspection is critical.
SCBA use neglected in interior fire attack.
Failure to fully open bottle results in loss of air.
Failure to open SCBA cylinder completely and poor facepiece seal result in
inhalation injury.
Fire officer runs out of air after missing low air alarm sounding; hit by
collapse while exiting.
SCBA use necessary on every fire.
Properly working SCBA fails suddenly during interior attack.
Car fire flashes over during search of passenger compartment. Catches
firefighter leaning in.
Improper levels of protective clothing worn at a natural gas leak.
SCBA air line fails during low profile drill.
Crew becomes disoriented during search of a basement.
Firefighter operating inside a burning structure without an SCBA.
Low oxygen level found in MRI Room.
Out of air emergency on second floor of a residential structure
A combination of new equipment, SCBA system & turn-out gear, young
officer, and a mixed crew.
Crew inhales chlorine gas during odor investigation.
Out of air emergency on operating apartment fire.
Regulator pops off facepiece during entry.
Instructor works passed air supply. Mayday results.
SCBA fails during overhaul.
Instructor runs out of air.
Out of air, removed facepiece in IDLH.
Air bottle shut off on me as I fell thru a weak floor in structure.
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